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EXHIBIT B

Subject: Alleged disparaging remarks by BOMA
From: Kirstin Jahn <Kirstin@jahnlaw.com>
Date: 10/21/2016 2:43 PM
To: Howard Bernstein <howard@bernsteinattorney.com>
BCC: Beth Merckel <bethmerckel@gmail.com>
Howard,

I spoke with an attorney Kate Merlin from your office, but am unable to locate an email for her, so I will provide you with this
summary which you can pass along.
It is my understanding you are claiming the following information to be disparaging your client Open Studios, Inc.:
BOMA Facebook
10/13 at 2:30 pm - The words at the bottom stating "Will Open Studios will sue them all?"
10/12 7:26 am - a posting by John Uhr stating: How silly would would it be if Boulder County Farmers Market had named
themselves just "Farmers Market", and then started suing anyone who hung out a "farmers market" sign on the grounds that
they were trying to sow confusion as to who was the REAL "farmers market"! There are endless variations of this analogy
which Beth Merckel originally pointed out in her Daily Camera letter."
10/10 7:02 post regarding a conversation Mr. Uhr aapparently had with Mr. Bernstein.

Website:
This page: http://www.bouldermetalsmiths.com/legal-defense.html
I want to make certain I have all of the information you are claiming is disparaging so that I
can review it and discuss it with my client. So, if there is anything further please let me know.
Kate and I have set up a time to discuss this further on Tuesday at 3 pm.
Sincerely,

Kirstin Jahn
Jahn & Associates, LLC

www.jahnlaw.com
Attorneys for Creative Thinkers®
Colorado
: 1942 Broadway Suite 314 Boulder, CO 80302 Tel: 303-545-5128
Nevada
: 200 S. Virginia St. 8th Fl. Reno, NV 89501 Tel: 775-771-3462
This e-mail is a confidential communication. If this message was not intended for you, please delete it.
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